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Abstract

Intracranial chondroma is a rare benign neoplasm that occurs most often at the skull base. In extremely rare instances, it arises from the dura mater of the convexity or from the falk cerebri. The tumor cells are thought to originate from meningeal fibroblasts, perivascular mesenchymal tissue, or ectopic chondrocytes. Because the clinical presentation of such cases is nonspecific and because neuroimaging findings are not pathognomonic, intracranial chondromas mimic other intracranial tumors. Herein, we report a chondroma originating from the dura mater in the frontal region. The patient had been followed-up radiologically for 3 years after a preliminary diagnosis of meningioma until the correct diagnosis of chondroma was established with postoperative histological examination. (J Nippon Med Sch 2014; 81: 35–39)
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Introduction

Chondromas are benign tumors that usually occur in the small bones of the hands and feet. Intracranial chondromas are rare and represent approximately 0.5% of primary intracranial tumors⁷⁻¹⁰. They usually arise from synchondrosis of the skull base. However, cases have been described in intracranial locations, such as the falk cerebri, the dura of the convexity, the choroid plexus, or the brain parenchyma⁷⁻⁹⁻¹⁸. The neuroradiological appearance of chondromas can mimic that of more common intracranial tumors (i.e. meningiomas). In this report, we present a case of intracranial chondroma of the frontal region with a dural connection which was thought to be a meningioma before histological diagnosis.

Case Report

A 52-year-old woman was brought to the emergency unit of our hospital with seizures. A meningioma had been diagnosed 3 years earlier on the basis of neuroradiological findings (Fig. 1A, 1B and 1C). The seizures were interpreted as a consequence of this tumor. Results of routine laboratory tests were in the normal range. Electroencephalography revealed a left-sided frontotemporal focus. Recent magnetic resonance imaging had demonstrated a 2×1-cm extra-axial mass in the left frontal region based on the dura mater and displaying minimal contrast enhancement.
Fig. 1 Arrows show the lesion on a sagittal T2-weighted image (A) and on T1-weighted postcontrast images (B and C). A minimally enhancing extra-axial lesion (B) with obvious dural enhancement and thickening (C) 2×1 cm in diameter, isointense with gray matter, and adjacent to the precentral gyrus.

Fig. 2 Coronal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image showing a large dura-based, hyperintense extra-axial lesion adjacent to the superior sagittal sinus (arrows) with minimal indentation of the precentral gyrus.

(Fig. 1C and 2). The seizures were unresponsive to combined treatment with oxcarbazepine, 600 mg twice daily, and levetiracetam, 500 mg twice daily in the past two months.

Thus, the patient underwent surgery. A rigid, well-demarcated, white mass adherent to the dura mater (arrowheads) was dissected with the overlying dura mater (arrowheads) and extra-axial chondroma (arrows).
mater was observed on the surface of the frontal cortex intraoperatively (Fig. 3). The mass was completely resected with the attached overlying dura. Microscopic examination of the specimen showed lobules of mature hyaline cartilage without nuclear atypia or mitotic activity (Fig. 4). Immunostaining of the chondrocytes with S-100 was positive (Fig. 5), whereas there was no immunoreactivity for Ki-67. Finally, the diagnosis was chondroma. The postoperative course was uneventful, and additional treatment was not needed.

**Discussion**

Intracranial chondromas are rare benign tumors that account for less than 1% of all intracranial tumors. They often show extradural growth. Usually, they arise from the base, most often in the sphenopetrosal, sphenoccipital, and petrooccipital regions. They are believed to originate from the cartilaginous remnants in the basilar synchondrosis [1,2]. However, less frequently, chondromas are located at the dura of the convexity, the falx cerebri, or the choroid plexus. Because chondromas are extraosseous tumors without attachment to the bones of the skull base, their exact pathogenetic mechanism has remained controversial. Hypotheses proposed to explain the histogenesis of dural chondromas include chondroid metaplasia of meningeal fibroblasts or perivascular mesenchymal tissue, the presence of ectopic chondrocytes, and cartilaginous activation of fibroblasts by trauma or inflammation [3,4,5,6].

The clinical presentation of dural chondromas is nonspecific, and symptoms change with the anatomic location of the tumor. Because dural chondromas are slowly growing tumors, they might not produce symptoms until late in development and might first be diagnosed as giant masses. Seizures, increased intracranial pressure, and focal neurological deficits are the frequent presenting symptoms. The incidence of intracranial chondroma does not differ between the sexes. The reported ages of patients range from 15 months to 60 years [7,8,9]. However, intracranial chondromas most often develop in young adults, with a peak in the third decade.

The neuroimaging findings of convexity or falxine chondromas are not pathognomonic. On computed tomography, chondromas of the skull base, convexity, or falx appear as lobulated, extra-axial lesions with calcifications, usually located off the midline. Density is variable, but lesions are typically isodense and are associated with hyperostosis or scalloping, with no-to-minimal peritumoral edema. Contrast enhancement can be ringlike with minimal to moderate levels. On magnetic resonance imaging, convexity and falxine chondromas appear as homogeneous isointense masses on T1-weighted images with delayed or slight ring-like enhancement on postcontrast T1-weighted images or as a mixed hyperintense/hypointense mass on T2-weighted
images.  

The imaging features of chondromas and meningiomas of the falx cerebri are similar in many ways, such as location and the presence of calcifications and hyperostosis. However, contrast enhancement of meningiomas is characteristically avid and intense, and chondromas do not display the dural tail sign, as do classic convexity meningiomas.

Complete surgical resection is the appropriate treatment if the location is suitable. In cases of falce or convexity chondromas, removal of the dural sheath or attachment is recommended. The present dural chondroma was well circumscribed, firm, relatively avascular, and not adherent to surrounding tissues. These characteristics favored its complete resection. When resection is subtotal or impossible, adjuvant radiation therapy is not advised because chondromas are radioresistant tumors and because radiation can induce malignant degeneration. The long-term prognosis is favorable, and no recurrence is expected after total excision.

The microscopic features of intracranial chondromas are the same as those of chondromas elsewhere in the body. Mature chondrocytes within lacunar spaces and an abundant hyaline cartilagenous matrix are characteristic histological findings. The presence of a single nucleus per lacuna, hypercellularity, cytological atypia, and mitotic activity are the key features to rule out chondrosarcoma. In the present case the tumor was hypocellular, and no pleomorphism or mitosis was detected. Low mitotic activity was proven showing negative immunohistochemical reaction for Ki-67.

Intracranial chondromas, particularly those located at the convexity or falx, are rare tumors that are difficult to differentiate from meningiomas when they show similar neuroimaging findings. Therefore, histopathological examination is the gold standard for definitive diagnosis. Chondrosarcoma is the main pathological differential diagnosis and can usually be ruled out with examination of hematoxylin and eosin-stained sections. The long-term prognosis after total resection is excellent.
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